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The continuous growing of the web makes more important the use Information Retrieval (IR) based
tools in order to locate, filter, manage and access the huge amount of information available on internet.
Nowadays, there are multiple IR tools which are part of our everyday life so, encouraging and supporting IR
research is a key issue to keep on improving this field.
The Spanish Information Retrieval Society (SERI), organizer of this event, has as main goal to support
IR in Spain. This conference aims to continue with the work developed on its previous editions and to provide
an international forum where researchers from both academia and industry can meet, exchange experiences
and present innovative works. CERI welcomes contributions from a wide range of knowledge areas.
Specifically, we encourage the participation of not only researchers and professionals from the Computer
Science field, but also researchers with background and experience on Documentation, Linguistics, or any other
related area to IR.
All scientists interested in IR related fields are welcome to participate. We encourage national and
international researchers from both academia and industry to submit original papers, written either in Spanish
or English, related to any aspect of IR including, but not limited to the following:
•

•

IR models
Performance,
efficiency

•

scalability,

architectures

and
•

Vandalism detection in the Web, in Wikipedia
and opinion spam
Detection
bullying

of

paedophilia,

stalking

and

•

Data structures on IR

•

Web IR

•

Multimedia retrieval

•

IR Quality Evaluation

•

Text mining (classification and clustering)

•

Natural Language Processing in IR

•

Passage Retrieval and Question Answering
Multilingual and cross-language IR

•

User aspects:
interfaces

interaction,

user

studies

and

•

Filtering and recommendation systems

•

•

Structured retrieval (XML, etc.)

•

•

Semantic search

•

Digital libraries

•

Geographical IR

•

IR in social networks

•

Collaborative IR

•

Opinion mining

IR in specific domains (biomedical, patents,
law, etc.)
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A Coruña is the main city of Galicia, the northwestern region of Spain. A Coruña is a busy port located at the
entrance of an estuary on the Atlantic coast. The city features a complete offer of leisure activities ranging
from beach sports along the seafront that surrounds it (surf, sailing, biking, etc) to a wide program of cultural
events, an active shopping area, restaurants, tapas bars and a crowded night life. Historically, it served as the
regional capital between 1833 and 1982, before being replaced by Santiago de Compostela. The city has its
own English (Corunna) and French (La Corogne) place names, mostly because of a famous battle that took
place in the Elviña Campus in January 1809 when Napoleonic forces attacked a retreating British army trying
to embark on ships for their return to Great Britain. In that campus, few meters away from the monolith which
recalls that battle is located the Computer Science Faculty of A Coruña, the conference venue.

Corunna is a modern and active city with many events (concerts, expositions, sports, etc) all over the year.
The most emblematic monument is the Tower of Hercules (recently recognized as an UNESCO World
Heritage Site) an ancient Roman lighthouse with a XVIII century façade After the closing of the Conference,
on June 23rd, takes place the Saint John's night celebration (Summer solstice) on the urban beaches of
Riazor and it is a unique opportunity for the attendees to feel the true spirit of the city and its people.

